In the paper Replacement Attacks: Automatically Evading Behavior Based Software Birthmark, which received the best paper award in ISC 2011, Xin et al. analyzed the weaknesses in the state-of-the-art technology on software birthmark that adopts dynamic system call dependence graphs as the unique signature of a program and constructed replacement attacks with the help of semantics equivalent system calls to unlock the high frequency dependencies between the system calls in the victim's original system call dependence graph. Their results show that the proposed replacement attacks can destroy the original birthmark successfully.
In the paper Minimizing Information Disclosure to Third Parties in Social Login Platforms, which received the best student paper award in ISC 2011, Kontaxis et al. designed and developed a framework for minimum information disclosure in social login interactions with third-party sites. Their example case is Facebook, which combines a very popular single sign-on platform with information-rich social networking profiles. Whenever users want to browse to a website that requires authentication or social interaction using a Facebook identity, their system employs, by default, a Facebook session that reveals the minimum amount of information necessary. Users have the option to explicitly elevate that Facebook session in a manner that reveals more or all of the information tied to their social identity. This enables users to disclose the minimum possible amount of personal information during their browsing experience on third-party websites.
In the paper The n-Diffie-Hellman Problem and MultipleKey Encryption, Chen et al. extended the twin Diffie-Hellman (twin DH) problem proposed by Cash, Kiltz, and Shoup to the n-Diffie-Hellman (n-DH) problem for an arbitrary integer n and proved that this new problem is at least as hard as the ordinary DH problem. They also observed that the double-size key in the Cash et al. twin DH-based encryption scheme can be replaced by two separated keys each for one entity, resulting in a 2-party encryption scheme that holds the same security feature as the original scheme but removes the key redundancy. They further extended this idea to an n-party case, which is also known as n-out-of-n encryption and presented a variant of ElGamal encryption and a variant of Boneh-Franklin IBE, both of which are efficient as the size of their ciphertext is independent to the value n.
